Abstract. Converse results, which state a relation (inequality) for measures from that on their logarithmic potentials, are applied to local density of zeros of orthogonal polynomials when the measure of orthogonality is a general one with compact support. It will be shown that if the measure is sufficiently thick on a part of its support, then on that part the density of the zeros will be at least as large as the equilibrium measure of the support. A corresponding upper estimate on the distribution of the zeros will also be proved. All of our estimates are sharp, and they localize several well-known results.
Introduction
The aim of the present work is to get estimates on the local density of zeros of orthogonal polynomials when the generating measure is a general one with compact support which has empty interior and connected complement. For example, the results can be applied to any measure supported on the real line. The main objective will be to show that if the measure of orthogonality is sufficiently thick on a part of its support, then on that part the density of the zeros will be at least as large as the equilibrium measure of the support. This localizes several classical theorems. We shall also prove a corresponding upper estimate on the distribution of the zeros. Both estimates will turn out to be sharp.
The method of the paper is potential theoretical. In fact, the results concerning local density of zeros will be derived from a theorem due to De la Vallée Poussin [dVP2] which states an inequality for measures from that on their logarithmic potentials. In the literature this theorem has been rediscovered several times (see the discussion in the next section) in slightly different forms.
The paper is organized as follows. In the next section we shall present the necessary potential theoretical background for the whole paper. We will also discuss the above-mentioned converse results on measures and potentials that will be the key to all of the later proofs. The applications concerning general orthogonal polynomials will be given in §3.1. First we will give the necessary background, then state the theorems, and the actual proofs will be given in §3.2.
2. Backgrounds and converse results for measures and logarithmic potentials 2.1. Potential theoretical backgrounds. We shall be working with Borel measures with compact support on C. The logarithmic potential of such a measure v is defined as the convolution with the logarithmic kernel:
U"{z):=j\o%^-^dv{t).
The logarithmic energy of v is given as I{v) := juv{z)dv{z) = j jlogj-^du{t)du{z).
If K is a compact set, then its logarithmic capacity cap(AT) is defined by the formula log cap(A:) := inf{/(t/) | supp(z^) c K, \\v\\ = 1}, where \\v\\ denotes the total variation (total mass) of v. Now the capacity of an arbitrary Borel set B is defined as the supremum of the capacities of compact subsets of B, and a property is said to hold quasi-everywhere on a set A if it holds at every point of A with the exception of points of a set of capacity zero. We shall also need the existence of the equilibrium measure for a Borel subset of C (see [dVPl] , [Wy] or [StTo, Appendix IV] ): If E is a bounded Borel subset of C of positive capacity, then there exists a unique probability measure we with the following properties:
(ii) UWE{z) = log---=-for quasi-every z e E. câp (-t j In the case when E is compact, the equilibrium measure cue is supported on E (more precisely on its outer boundary, which is defined as the boundary of the unbounded connected component of C \ E). In the general case we only can assert that supp(co£) is contained in the closure of E.
2.2. Two inverse results on measures and potentials. Our proofs will be based on Theorem 1. Let p and v be two measures of compact support, and let ¿I be a domain in which both potentials V and Uv are finite and satisfy with some constant c the inequality
// A is the subset of Q in which equality holds in (3), then v\A < p\A, i.e., for every Borel subset B of A the inequality v{B) < p{B) holds.
Let us note that the finiteness of the potentials in question is necessary, as can be seen by the example of the unit disc as Q and p = So , v = 2ôq as the two measures, where <50 denotes the 'Dirac delta' mass concentrated at 0. Theorem 1 is a special case of a result of De la Vallée Poussin [dVP2] (in fact, it is equivalent to it), who did not require the finiteness of the potentials in Í2, instead considered the set A where both potentials are finite and the equality holds. Brelot [Br] had a more general version, and Grishin [Gr] considered a larger set A where the stated inequality still holds. Finally, an even more general result, in which the "equality set" A is defined as the equality set in the fine topology, will be published by Fuglede [Fu] . Since the rest of the present paper is based on Theorem 1, and at this moment there is no published proof of it in English, for completeness we include a rather elementary proof. For further discussion and examples concerning related results we refer to [Fu] .
Theorem 1 is of local character, now we discuss a global variant.
Theorem 2. Let v and a be finite measures of compact support such that \\v\\ > || ct|| , and assume that the potential U" of a is finite everywhere. If for some constant c we set
If the set in (4) is nice, say it is open and its boundary has continuous inner normal n, then in some cases (5) can be immediately deduced from Gauss' formula: if H is a bounded open set with smooth boundary and t is a signed measure of compact support in H, then 2n Joh o" However, in the general case some caution is necessary, as the conclusion in the theorem may fail if we drop the assumptions.
As a matter of fact, Theorems 1 and 2 are equivalent. They are not as special as they seem at first glance, in fact, in many situations it is relatively easy to transform the measures in the problem into related ones for which either Theorem 1 or 2 can be applied. We shall apply such a technique to deduce Theorem 2 from Theorem 1.
2.3. Proof of Theorems 1 and 2. To prove Theorem 1 first we need a definition and a theorem from [Be] which we put into a vocabulary consistent with this paper.
Let B be a set in the plane and let Y be a set of open discs such that to each z of B there are discs of Y with center z and of arbitrarily small positive radii. We say that then Y covers B in the Vitali narrow sense. Lemma 1. Let p be a finite Borel measure in the plane and let B be a bounded Borel set such that p{C \ B) = 0. If Y is a set of discs which covers B in the Vitali narrow sense, then Y contains a countable subset Y = {A,} of nonoverlapping discs such that p{B) = p{(JA¡).
The proof of Theorem 1 is now based on the following fact: Let A be the set defined in Theorem 1. Then there is a set of discs Y which covers A in the Vitali narrow sense and is such that for p, v as introduced in this Theorem, if A G T, then (7) «/(A) < p{A).
We postpone the poof of this fact and first show how to deduce Theorem 1 from this fact.
Let B be a Borel subset of the set A and let Y be the set of discs associated with A as guaranteed above. Let e > 0 be an arbitrary constant and let O be an open set containing B such that p{0) < p{B) + e. Let Ti consist of all of the discs of Y which lie in O. We then see that Tj covers B in the Vitali narrow sense. Let i/i be the measure v restricted to B. We then have, by Lemma 1 a countable collection of discs of Y\, say Y\ -{A,} , which are nonoverlapping, and satisfy i/i(|JA,) = v\{B). We then have
Since this argument can be carried out for every e > 0, we finally obtain the required inequality v{B) < p{B).
To prove the above claim concerning the existence of a covering in the Vitali narrow sense we first state some facts concerning logarithmic potentials (see [Ts, ). Let U{z) = Ull{z) be a potential that is finite on a domain G. Then for any z0 G G, and r > 0 for which the disk A(z0, r) :-{z\\z -z0\ < r} is contained in G, the mean value L{U;z0,r) = ^ju{z0 + reie)de exists as a finite number, and L{U ; z0, r) is a nonincreasing function of r that is absolutely continuous on any closed subinterval of (0, oo). Furthermore,
If r is a value for which j¡L{U ; z0, r) exists, then A(z0, r) is called regular disc, and for a regular disc (9) p{A{z0,r)) = -r^-rL{U;z0,r). Now let A be the set from Theorem 1, and let z0 be any point in A. We want to prove that there is a sequence r" = r"(zo), rn > 0, lim,,-.^,, = 0 such that i/(A(z0, rn))<p{A{z0,rn)).
The collection T = {A(z0, rn{z0)) | ZrjGyl, « = 1,2,...} then covers A in the Vitali narrow sense and has the desired further property (7).
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use Let C/i(z0) = U"(z0) and U2{z0) = Uu{z0), and for ¿=1,2 set Li{z0,r) = ^jui{z0 + reie)de. Now since U\{z) < t/2(z) + c in a neighborhood of z0, we have Li(z0, r) < L2{zo, r) + c for every small r > 0. For zq e A the potentials í/,-(zn), i = 1,2, are finite, and ¿^(zo) = U2{z0) + c. By subtracting we get (10) Li(z0, r) -C/,(z0) < L2(z0, r) -C/2(z0).
Since Li(z, r) is absolutely continuous on any [e , R] we have
By the nonpositivity of ¿L( (z0, 5), we can let here e -> 0 and use Lebesgue's monotone convergence theorem to obtain fR d
Since all steps hold when the subscript 1 is replaced by 2, we have from
J0 dSLi{Zo>s)ds-J0 TsL2{z«>s)ds> so that for a set of positive measure on [0, R] we havê Li(z0,r)< -j-rL2{z0,r).
Since this argument can be repeated for any value of R, however small, we get from (9) that there are rn = rn{z0), rn>0, lim,,-.,*, rn -> 0 such that p{A{z0, rn) >i/(A(z0, r")), which completes the proof of the claim about the existence of the cover in the Vitali narrow sense with property (7). D After this we turn to the proof of Theorem 2. By replacing v by v + ecoA, where fo>A denotes the equilibrium measure of the unit disc A, and then letting e > 0 go to zero we can assume that \\v\\ > \\o\\. Then H is bounded.
Consider the superharmonic function
By the Riesz representation theorem [Ts, Theorem 11.24] there is a measure p such that on every disk D the difference
is harmonic in D. We also know that for large z the function s{z) coincides with Uu{z), and the latter one is harmonic outside a closed disk D0 . Hence, by the corollary to the Riesz representation theorem in [Ts] , p does not have mass outside Dq • This implies first of all that uo coincides with a function u harmonic on the whole plane whenever DqCD , and it also implies via Gauss' formula (6) that \\v\\ = \\p\\. The last two facts yield that u must tend to zero at infinity, hence u = 0. In summary, we have shown that s{z) coincides with the logarithmic potential W1^) of p .
After this preparation the proof of Theorem 2 can be easily deduced from Theorem 1. In fact, we have UM{z) < Uv{z) everywhere, with equality in C \ H, hence by Theorem 1 we have v\C\H < p\c\H • In particular, i/{C\H) < p{C \ H), which in view of \\v\\ = \\p\\ gives p{H) < v{H).
We also have Ufl{z) < Ua{z) + c with equality on H, and so it follows again from Theorem 1 that a{H) < p{H). This and the previous relation gives a{H) < v{H). holds, then the orthogonal polynomial p"{p; •) are said to have regular nth root asymptotic behavior, and we abbreviate this fact as p G Reg. It turns out that orthogonal polynomials with this property share many properties of classical orthogonal polynomials, e.g., we have for their zero distribution the equilibrium distribution of supp(/z) = S{p) (see or [StTo, Theorem 3.1.4] ): if vn{p) is the measure that places mass 1/« to every zero of pn{p\ •) (this is the so-called normalized counting measure on the zeros), then p e Reg implies (at least in the case when S{p) = supp(/¿) has empty interior and connected complement in C) (12) vH{p) ^xusw in the weak* topology of measures on C. Let us mention that the converse is also true with the assumption that there is no set E of capacity zero that carries p in the sense that the complement of E has zero /¿-measure (in the terminology to be introduced below this means that cß > 0) (see [U12] or [StTo, Theorem 2.2.1]).
Orthogonal polynomials with the property ( 12) are said to have regular asymptotic zero distribution. Thus, regular «th root asymptotic behavior implies regular asymptotic zero distribution, and the converse is also true under the assumption mentioned above (in general, however, regular asymptotic zero distribution may occur without regular «th root asymptotic behavior taking place).
Intuitively p G Reg means a certain denseness of p on its support, e.g., discrete measures of the form ^2cicSXk with rapidly decreasing positive coefficients Ck will not be regular. 
] (cf. [ErTu]).
We shall also use the regularity of p on a set K. We say that p is regular on the set K if (14) lim yn{p\Kyin = -1=,.
n-»oo cap(A )
This is equivalent to cap(supp(/i|/r)) = cap(/v) and p\k g Reg (see (11)). We shall now address the problem if local density of the measure of orthogonality implies any density of the zeros. The answer is provided by the next theorem. Since we want to speak of equilibrium measures, from now on we shall assume that the support S{p) := supp(ju) is of positive capacity. Theorem 3. Let us suppose that S{p) := supp(/¿) is compact, has empty interior and connected complement. Let further K be a compact subset of S{p) := supp(jU). If p is regular on K, then for any weak* limit v of the normalized zero counting measures vn{p) we have that V\K >G>Slp)\K-The conclusion is an inequality between two measures, and in more detailed form it asserts that for any Borel subset B of K we have v{B)> ojs(ß){B).
This theorem tells us that if the measure p is sufficiently thick on K to force the orthogonal polynomials pk{p\k', •) to have «th root asymptotic behavior, then on K the orthogonal polynomials pn{p\ •) aymptotically have ncos^) zeros, which means more exactly, that if K\ is any compact subset of K and G is any neighborhood of K\, then for large « in G the orthogonal polynomials p"{p ; •) have at least ncos^Ki) zeros (in fact, for n belonging to the subsequence for which the weak* limit v is taken, this follows from Theorem 3, but since v is arbitrary, the conclusion follows for all «).
Let us mention that the assumption in Theorem 3 that the support have empty interior and connected complement is necessary to make the conclusion. Consider, e.g., the case of Lebesgue measure on a circle or disk. In both cases the zeros of the corresponding orthogonal polynomials are at the center of the cicle.
As an upper estimate on the density of the zeros we have Theorem 4. With the assumptions of Theorem 3 let us suppose in addition that K is of positive capacity. Then for any weak* limit v of the normalized zero counting measures vn{p) we have
The latter inequality translated into a statement about zeros means that if Ki is any compact subset of K and G is any neighborhood of K\, then for large « in K\ the orthogonal polynomials pn{p\ •) have at most nw^G) zeros.
As an immediate corollary we state The lower bound given for the density of the zeros is nothing else than the classical arcsine distribution. Note that to make the conclusion we do not assume anything on p outside [a, b] , and if the sequence {c,} of positive numbers tends to zero sufficiently rapidly, then the asymptotic zero distribution of the orthogonal polynomials pn{p\ •) will be the same as that of pn{o~\a,b\ '■> •) » and tne latter one is exactly the arcsine distribution transformed to [a, b] , that is what is on the right side of (15).
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use Now we will specify a subset of the support on which Theorems 3 and 4 can be automatically applied.
Let Y{p) be the set of all carriers of the measure p, i.e., Y{p) := {C ç C | C a Borel set and p{C \ C) = 0}.
Then the minimal carrier capacity (of the measure p) is defined as
With Cfi the lower estimate ( 11 ) for the leading coefficients can be supplemented as (16) limsupy,!(//)1/"< -n-»oo Cf¡ (see [StTo, Corollary 1.1.7] ). There are carriers, called minimal carriers, C e Y{p) for which cap(C) = Cf¡. It immediately follows from the definitions that if Ci and C2 are two minimal carriers of p then so is Cx n C2, and so the equilibrium measures coq and a>c2 are both equilibrium measures for C\ n C2 . Hence, the unicity of the equilibrium measure shows that wc, = wc2 ■ Now the minimal carrier equilibrium measure coß (of the measure p) can be defined as coß := a>c for some minimal carrier C. Naturally, this definition makes sense only if cß > 0. The set A(p):={z\Ua>>{z) = log(l/cß)} is called the adjoint set associated with p. Thus, for the minimal carrier equilibrium measure we have
U°>»{z) = log(l/cß), zeA{p).
Our next theorem shows that Theorem 3 holds for the adjoint set.
Theorem 5. Let us suppose that S{p) -supp(/i) is compact, has empty interior and connected complement. If cß > 0, then for any weak * limit v of the normalized zero counting measures vn{p) we have the estimate
Although it is not easy to determine the adjoint set, this theorem has the following consequence:
Corollary 3. Let us suppose that supp(/¿) is compact, has empty interior and connected complement. Let us also assume that cß > 0, and let C be any minimal carrier of p. Then for any weak * limit v of the normalized zero counting measures vn{p) we have the inequality v\c > WS(ii)\c.
In particular, if S is a subset of S{p) such that the Radon-Nikodym derivative dp{x)/da)S(ß) is positive for cuS(ß)-almost every x e S, then for any weak* Corollary 4. Let us suppose that supp(/i) is compact, has empty interior and connected complement. Let us also assume that cß > 0, and let C be any minimal carrier of p. Then for any weak * limit v of the normalized zero counting measures vn{p) we have the inequality v\c <<V 3.2. Proofs.
3.2.1. Proof of Theorems 3 and 5. Since the measure cos(ß) has finite logarithmic energy, sets of capacity zero have zero «s^-measures, so without loss of generality we can assume that K has positive capacity, otherwise the statement of Theorem 3 is trivial.
We begin with the following limit relations on the orthonormal polynomials: if the support S{p) of p has empty interior and connected complement, then for every infinite subsequence TV of the natural numbers eXP fl0g^n7?7^ -Uam(z)) Z limSUP \Pn(Ml ZK1'" ,.q, \ c*P\à{P)) / n-*oo,n€N <exp(log--Um"(z)\ for quasi-every z G C (see [StTo, Theorem 1.1.4; Uli, U12] ), where cß and coß denote the minimal carrier capacity and minimal carrier equilibrium measure corresponding to p as was defined in §3.1. Now we need the principle of descent according to which if vn is a sequence of measures all having support in a fixed compact subset of C and if vn -► v in the weak * topology of measures, then for every z G C (20) C/"(z)<liminfC/,'"(z).
n->oo
On the other hand, the lower envelope theorem says that in (20) the equality sign holds for quasi-every z G C. The relation of polynomials with logarithmic potentials is immediate from the formula -log r-.-T7 = log ... + U"'(z) , n \Pn{p;z)\ byn{pyln where vn denotes the normalized counting measure on the zeros of pn{p ; •). Now we use the well-known formula to conclude from (14) that the numbers l/yn{p)1/" form a sequence bounded away form zero and infinity. Let now N ç N be any subsequence of the natural numbers for which the limit lim"^oo,/¡e/\r v" = v exists in weak* sense. By a theorem of Widom [Wi] in every compact subset of C \ S{p) the number of zeros of p" {p ; •) is bounded by a bound independent of n , hence v is supported on the support S{p) of p. We can extract another subsequence from N, which we continue to denote by N, for which the limit lim log ... = -d.
n->oc,n€N yn{p) ' also exist. Then d is a finite number. It immediately follows from (19) via the principle of descent that
for quasi-every z G C. Since the left-hand side is bounded below on compact subsets of C and the support of v is contained in S{p), we can conclude that v has finite logarithmic energy, and so we can apply the principle of domination (see the proof in §2.3) to conclude that (22) is true for every z G C.
Thus, Now we show that here the equality sign holds for quasi-every z e K. Since sets of capacity zero have «y^-measure zero, this will imply together with (23) and Theorem 1 the conclusion v\k> Q>S(ii)\k-By Theorem 3.1.1 in [StTo] (see also [U12] and (11)) the assumption (13) is equivalent to (24) limsup|p"(/i|Jf;z)|1/» = l n-»<x> for quasi-every z G K. Develop now p"{p; z) into {Pk{p\x ; Z)}^L0 : n p"{p; z) = Y^ck,npk{p\K; z).
k=\ Since the L2{p\K)-norm of the left-hand side is at most 1, we can see that each coefficient c" & is at most 1 in absolute value, hence it immediately follows from (19) and (24) that
for quasi-every z e K. Combining this with the lower envelope theorem we can see that the equality sign holds in (22) for quasi-every z e K, and this is the same as our claim that the equality sign holds in (23) for quasi-every z G S{p). This completes the proof of Theorem 3. D
The proof of Theorem 5 is analogous. In fact, we can repeat the above proof with A{p) replacing K everywhere (see also (16) for the boundedness of the numbers log{l/yn{p)1/") in the case cß > 0). Then we only have to show that the equality sign holds for quasi-everywhere z G A{p) in (23), which is an immediate consequence of the upper estimate in (19) if we apply the lower envelope principle (recall, that for quasi-every z G A{p) both sides of (19) for quasi-every z G K. We put this in the form
for quasi-every z £ K. Thus, this inequality holds cx>k -everywhere, and we get the same inequality for every z G C via the principle of domination. Now Theorem 4 follows exactly as in the preceding proof from Theorem 1 if we use (27) for every z £C with equality holding for quasi-every z G K (see (26)). D
The proof of Theorem 6 is very similar if we consider that the equality (26) holds true quasi-everywhere on the adjoint set. In fact, let K ç A{p) be any fixed compact set. There is an icreasing sequence of compact subsets Kn of A{p) all containing K such that cap(AT") / zz#{A{p)). It is known (see [Wy] or [StTo, Appendix IV] ) that then coKn -► coa(/i) in weak* sense, hence, using the compactness of K (which implies the upper semicontinuity of its characteristic function), one can easily get that (28) o)A{ß){K) > lim sup &>*"(#)
n->oo (use that every upper semicontinuous function is the pointwise limit of a decreasing sequence of continuous functions, and apply the monotone convergence theorem). Now the proof of Theorem 4 gives that the inequality v\Kn < coKn holds for every n, in particular v{K) < cok"{^) > and for n -► oo we get from (28) the inequality v{K) < coA(ß){K). It easily follows from the properties and unicity of the equilibrium measure and from the definition of the adjoint set that cùA(n) = coß, hence we also get v{K) < coM{K). This proves Theorem 6 because K can be any compact subset of A{p). o 3.2.3. Proof of the corollaries. Corollaries 1 and 2 are immediate consequences of Theorems 3 and 4, respectively.
Likewise, the first statement in Corollary 3 follows from Theorem 5 if we note that quasi-every point of any minimal carrier must belong to the adjoint set by the very definition of this set and the equilibrium measure (see (l)-(2)). As for the second statement, let C be a minimal carrier. The first part of the corollary shows that the restriction of v to 5 n C is at least as large as that of (Os(^) ■ But S\C has zero //-measure, and hence the assumption on S implies that cos{ß){S \ C) -0 also holds, so for any Borel set B ç S we have v{B) > v{B n C) > coS(li){B n C) = coS{fi){B).
This completes the proof of Corollary 3. D If we follow the proof of Theorem 6 we can get Corollary 4 from the above observation that quasi-every point of any minimal carrier must belong to the adjoint set A{p), and if Kn is an increasing sequence of compact subsets of a minimal carrier C with cap(A"") / cap(C) = cß, then cûk" -» cuß in the weak* topology (see [Wy] or [StTo, Appendix IV] ). This completes our proofs. D
